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Free and personal in the great outdoors

We have six free city walking tours on offer to give
you a great overview of Hannover. And best of all: you
decide when and where it starts, how long to stay at
each location and when it’s time for a coffee break.
You can also combine the individual tours depending
on how long you want your tour to last and what
you are most interested in. And you can even choose
whether to traverse Hannover on public transport,
by bike or on foot.
For free city walking tours, maps and
more information, visit:
www.visit-hannover.com/cultureforfree

Public
art
Public art is a long-standing and
valued tradition in Hannover:
over the past few decades, more than
200 sculptures and installations have
been erected in the city. Nowadays,
even just a short walk through the city
centre will reveal a range of historical and
contemporary works of art.
You find can a map and photos as
well information on the art works
and the artists behind them at:
www.visit-hannover.com/cultureforfree

TIP
ART TOURS
The city of Hannover offers public
art tours from May to October.
For the full programme and
information about
signing up, please visit:
www.kunst-umgehen.de

TIP
BUS STOPS!
Get on an ÜSTRA bus and
discover The Covered Table,
The Lego Landscape
and The Whispering Gallery.

Graffiti
tours
Schwitters, the Cookie Monster and an underwater world:
three new graffiti and street art tours take alternative art lovers through
Hannover’s distinctive neighbourhoods of Linden, Nordstadt and List/Oststadt.
These legally created art works adorning various buildings
form the basis of these short city tours.
TIP
You can also take photos of any new graffiti you find and send them
to us on Instagram or Facebook.

Follow Visit Hannover on Facebook
and VisitHannover on Instagram.

Red Thread

Hannover is home to a unique feature: a 4,200-metre long
red line painted on the ground which leads to 36 different sights
across the city. A useful resource for this is the informative
pocket brochure titled The Red Thread - your personal city guide.
The booklet is packed full of useful and interesting information
about every attraction on the Red Thread.
TIP
The Red Thread is open to all.
The brochure is currently available in 10 languages
at the Tourist Information Office.

Leibniz
tour
Take a tour through Hannover in the
footsteps of the universal scholar to
discover various monuments as well as
the places where Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz lived and worked. Leibniz
designed the first ever calculator for
the four basic operations of arithmetic
and was also the first to formulate
the binary system – the foundation of
modern computer technology.

TIP
The main building of the Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz library serves
as a reflection of the scholar’s spirit,
as he was in charge of the ducal library,
thus helping to lay the foundations for
the modern-day establishment.
A flyer about the tour is available
at the Tourist Information Office.

Architecture
trail
The architecture trail follows in the footsteps of the personal union and presents
over 20 monuments from this memorable
era. The personal union between the
Royal House of Hannover and the British
monarchy lasted from 1714 to 1837.
The modern cityscape still features
various traces of this special period. The
Laveshaus, the creation of royal architect
Georg Laves (1788-1864) is to this day a
defining building in the city.

TIP
The tour can also be split into
two separate tours covering
the city centre and Herrenhausen
over two days.
A map showing the route
of the tour is available at the
Tourist Information Office.

You can find everything about the tours including tickets,
information and descriptions at: www.visit-hannover.com/cultureforfree
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